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Attention naturally fluctuates between internal and 
external states: Mind wandering is thought to consume as 
much as 50% of our waking thoughts (Smallwood & Schooler, 2006)

Event boundaries segment ongoing experience into 
distinct episodes and influence long-term memory: 

Ø Event boundaries can be demarcated by spatial shifts 
(such as walking through doorways (Horner et al., 2016) or 
changes in goals and actions (Zwaan & Radvansky, 1998)

Ø Events with more boundaries are reported as lasting 
longer in duration than those with fewer boundaries 
(Jeunehomme & D’Argembeau, 2018)

Ø Memory for the order of items is enhanced within, 
relative to across, context shifts or boundaries (DuBrow
& Davachi, 2013; 2016)

Ø In the period directly after an event boundary, there is 
rapid neural replay of the previous event AND the 
pattern similarity between replay and the activity 
during the event predicts more accurate binding of 
temporally adjacent events (Sols et al., 2017) 

How is temporal memory influenced by ongoing 
fluctuations of attention between 

internal and external states? 



Goals and hypotheses of the study

1?

2? 3?

Can we design a task with episodic event 
structure that also captures behavioral 
measures of mind-wandering?

1. More mind wandering will be associated 
with less accurate temporal memory for 
category order and duration 

2. Mind wandering at event boundaries will 
disrupt encoding of contextual information 
for the events before and after the boundary 



Episodic SART: Creating a temporally structured task that induces mind wandering

Sustained Attention to Response Task (SART): Subjects respond to each of a sequence of digits 
(1 through 9) but withhold response to one digit (3)

Episodic SART Task: Subjects respond to each of a sequences of images with colored borders 
except those with a target border color. Images were blocked into six distinct categories, varying in 
length from 24 to 84 images. 

Behavioral measures of mind-wandering: 
1. Increased errors (Robertson et al., 1997) 
2. Higher response variability (Seli et al., 2012)
3. “Pre-error” speeding and “post-error” slowing (Manly et al., 1999) 

Post SART Tasks: 
1. Retrospective mind wandering survey 
2. Category order memory (drag and drop the categories into the order presented)
3. Category duration memory (how many pictures were in category?)
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Episodic SART task reliably induces metrics of mind wandering

Higher response variability at 
errors compared to all other 

trials

Increased level of subjective 
mind wandering is 

associated with higher 
number of errors

“Pre-error” speeding and 
“post-error” slowing



Mind wandering increases before and decreases after both event boundaries and errors

Variable Time Course (VTC): within 
subject measure of response time 
variability (Esterman et al. 2014)

A significant change in linear slope 
preceding and proceeding an error showed 

a similar, but weaker effect (p=.002)

Linear fit of the slope was significantly 
different before vs after the event boundary 

(p = 5.426 × 10-14 )



Lingering mind wandering at event boundaries disrupts temporal order memory

Temporal order memory score: Summed absolute 
deviations of each categories’ presented and reported 
position (higher score indicates more deviations from 

presented order and worse temporal memory)

More negative post-event boundary VTC slope was 
associated with better temporal order memory, while 

there was no relationship between pre-event 
boundary VTC slope and temporal order memory



Conclusions and future directions

1. We created a temporally structured task where we can track traditional indices of BOTH mind wandering 
and episodic memory 

2. Category changes (even when task irrelevant) serve to diminish mind wandering, causing participants to 
“snap back” to task-based attention as tracked by response time variability (VTC)

3. The degree to which participants return to task-based attention predicts memory for the temporal 
binding of events

Take away: Previous literature suggests that the representation of a previously experienced event is promoted 
by the post-event boundary processing, so mind wandering at the event boundaries may disrupt this process 
and weaken the temporal binding of sequences of events

Future Directions:

● We did not find any effect of mind wandering on duration estimation, but accuracy for the length of our 
categories was low (possibly because the wide range of category lengths). We have created a new 
experiment that will have categories of equal durations to see if the level of mind wandering affects duration 
judgements
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